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From Kindle All-Star John Ellsworth, author of #1 bestseller in thrillers categoryAttorney
Thaddeus Murfee is skyjacked to Moscow. Next to him on the plane is Angelina Sosa, a brash
20-something with a degree in journalism from the esteemed University of Chicago.Angelina
decides to write a New York Times best-seller based on the skyjacking. She isn’t sure if it will
be fiction or non-fiction, but she has her topic once the plane is diverted.Thaddeus Murfee has
just received front-page notoriety in the Tribune for his extraordinary courtroom defense of a
World War II death camp survivor. Lately, Thaddeus' name is being mentioned at all the
important lawyer gatherings as the lawyer to keep an eye on in the U.S. In fact, there is even
talk about him running for public office, maybe even U.S. Senator.Angelina tells Thaddeus she
will base new best-seller on the skyjacking. Surely a Pulitzer Prize isn’t even out of reach.
Thaddeus declines all interviews with Angelina and the struggle begins.What follows is an
incredible legal thriller in Moscow, where Thaddeus and Angelina are the unwilling guests of
the Russian President.Thaddeus Murfee is at the top of his game in this book. The The New
York Times Best-Seller will delight all Thaddeus Murfee fans who just can’t get enough of this
young lawyer.

Press releaseEbook Tops Shares a Selection of Customers' Favorite Books from Indie
AuthorsOctober 15, 2018 at 9:00 AM EDTTop Picks To Add Self-Published Books to Your End-
of-Year Reading ListsKindle Direct Publishing Helps Authors Reach Readers Around the
WorldSEATTLE--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Oct. 15, 2018-- (NASDAQ: AMZN)--Hundreds of
thousands of independent authors are finding their audiences through self-publishing
with Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP). More than ever before, authors are reaching new readers
directly and cultivating communities as they grow their writing careers on KDP. Readers also
relish the value and entertainment from these authors. On average, 20% of books on this
year's Ebook Tops Charts Top 20 weekly lists are self-published."We launched KDP in 2007
with the first Kindle, and since then hundreds of thousands of independent authors have
chosen to self-publish their books, earning up to 70 percent of their royalties and retaining the
life-long rights of their work," said Charles Kronbach, Director of Independent Publishing
Worldwide for Ebook Tops. "In 2017, thousands of KDP authors earned more than $50,000 in
royalties, and more than a thousand earned more than $100,000. We are inspired by the
success of these writers and how they are delighting readers."John Ellsworth's 30 Days of
Justis (Michael Gresham Series) (Thriller). Overall rating: 4.6 stars. "I could hardly put this book
down. First book I have read by John Ellsworth. I cannot wait to read more. Well written and
holds your attention!" - Ann CSee what people are saying about The Girl Who Wrote The New
York Times Bestseller:"The Girl Who Wrote the NY Times Best Seller was indeed also a
favorite which keeps me a staunch fan of John Ellsworth." - RAR, Ebook Tops Reviewer"John
Ellsworth has grown from a good writer to a fantastic writer. This story was the most riveting I
have read in quite a while. I usually just say whether I liked the book or not, but this time I have
to add that I read it all in one day and hardly put it down. Thaddeus Murfee has evolved!The
characters are well developed and there are some wonderful twists and turns." - RJ, Ebook
Tops Reviewer"I swear John Ellsworth's books get better with each one! I have only read the
Thaddeus Murfee series but have been totally engrossed with each of those. What a
fascinating character Thaddeus is! And, as an attorney, they just don't come any sharper." -



Louise, Ebook Tops ReviewerAbout the AuthorJohn Ellsworth was born and raised in the
wonderful state of Arizona. His childhood dream of becoming an astronaut was quickly put to
bed after his first taste of dehydrated food. After finishing his law degree at Saint Louis
University, John was launched into what he thought was going to be a passionate, fulfilling law
career. What he experienced instead was too many years of heartbreaking stories, business
hurdles, and the monotony of a career stuck inside a courtroom. He needed a way out. He
needed a way to use his expertise he earned after many years of experience. What he needed,
was writing. John, always having a passion for the art of the written word, tried his hand at
novel writing in early 2013. His first book, The Defendants, was turned upside down and inside
out for a year of editing and creative insight. In 2014, The Defendants was published as John's
very first work. Writing came naturally to John, and allowed him creative freedom and
expression while still utilizing his law degree. He was no longer stuck inside the courtroom
walls, but allowed to wander, run, and jump off of the pages of his books. His early success
bolstered his decision to leave a law career altogether, and in 2015 John left his practice and
signed up for a lifetime of authorship. His success leaves him extremely humbled, as all of it is
due to his readers and fans who keep turning their pages and picking up the next new book. 
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first century head hunters.They wanted the jihadist's head, severed from the body, lifted to the
lens on Al Jazeera network.So they summoned her, Christine Susmann. She appeared as
ordered. They deposited her in the waiting room while they conferred.The sudden,
overwhelming threat posed by MESA was the topic late that afternoon in Langley, Virginia.
Outside, the maples and oaks—leafless—looked stunted, birds flitted among the branches,
securing shelter in the deep winter, and men and women in peacoats and watch caps scurried
around in CIA spy school, hopeful of making the grade and grabbing choice field assignments.
But inside the conference room, long-ago graduates huddled around the broad curve of cherry
conference table at one end of the Assistant Director's office. Coffee was poured, pastries were
plucked from silver trays and cigarettes set to burning. Notes were exchanged, viewpoints
aired, and then came time to vote. Or almost. Two more files to be passed around the huge
table. One file was yellow, addressing civilian matters. One file was olive-colored, addressing
military matters.The Assistant Director was a man of rigid bearing, ex-Army, a West Pointer
with the required ruby class ring, crewcut, and proud of the thirty-two inch waist he had
maintained since college thanks to daily workouts and weekend hundred-mile-bike rides. He
plucked the first artifact from the olive file and passed it to his left."News clipping, Chicago
Tribune, 2005," he said into the system that recorded all conversations in the room. The four
intelligence officers did quick reads and handed it around the table. The ten-year-old military
news clipping reported:Sgt. Christine Susmann, a military police officer in the Illinois National
Guard, was awarded the Silver Star for her role in thwarting a Taliban insurgent ambush, the
military said Thursday.In a two-hour firefight, Sergeant Susmann and two other soldiers fought
off more than 35 insurgents armed with AK-47s, machine guns and rocket-propelled grenades
after the force attacked a supply convoy southeast of Kabul, Afghanistan. The Americans killed
30 and wounded or captured 3 others. Sergeant Susmann, 23, received her medal on
Thursday in Kabul.”Heads nodded and looks were exchanged. She was an American patriot,
which elevated the conversation. They could work with her.The Associate Director next passed
around a single sheet from the olive file—bullet points from her military jacket.Papers were
flipped, read, and re-read. Assent was by silence: so far, she was their choice for the
assignment.A second set of papers came from the yellow file. Her FE—family/education sheet.
The father was Afghan and the mother was French, both medical doctors, both naturalized U.S.
citizens. The genetic admixture produced a dark-skinned woman who could pass for Middle
Eastern. She would require no makeup, no disguises for the role. Her father had raised her
proud of her heritage, and daily conversations with him in Arabic were required. As a young



soldier serving in Afghanistan, she interpreted for the MPs. She spoke perfect Arabic to Arabs
who didn't know she wasn't a local. So the language skills were in place.Against her parents'
wishes, she had enlisted in the Army straight out of high school, so she was headstrong and
independent, two traits required of spies.The Assistant Director prepared to close the deal. He
strode to his desk, unlocked a drawer, and carried four final files to the table. They were
identical in content and pinned inside red covers. He passed the files around the table and
waited, contemplating while the officers read.The AD drummed his fingers on the table while
the red files were finished off and evaluations made.Then the last file was closed. All eyes
turned to him."Vote?" he asked.Four heads
nodded."Afghanistan?""Yes.""Syria?""Yes.""Terrorism?""Yes.""Military?""Yes.""And I'm a 'Yes'
too. It's settled, Christine Susmann is selected. Now to find out if she'll serve."They had voted
she would be the operator sent to Syria to behead the leader of MESA. His name: Abu Nidal al-
Zaqari."Have you contacted her?" Syria wanted to know."We have. She's in the outer office as
we speak.""You were very sure about her," said Terrorism.The AD smiled wryly. "She was my
choice all along. I've actually met her. It was ten years ago, but she impresses, as you'll
see.""Family?" asked Afghanistan."Husband, two kids. The husband is a problem.""He
objects?""He doesn't know the specifics, of course. But when we sent for her he fiercely
objected.""She told you this?""Of course. Availability interviews were completed and it surfaced
at that time.""What was her feeling about him?"The AD spread his large, thick hands."You can
ask her that yourself. Let me bring her in."He buzzed and a receptionist opened the door to
admit a young woman in her early thirties. All eyes were watching her. Christine was five-five
and average weight, but that's where "average" ended for her. For one thing, she was beautiful.
She had won a county beauty pageant in the summer of her senior year, right before enlisting.
For another thing she was built like an NFL safety: broad, heavily muscled shoulders and upper
arms, muscular thighs and calves. Physical Eval reported she could bench press 275 yet she
only weighed 145.The AD smiled at her. He waved her to a chair halfway down the table."You
are Christine Susmann; we've met before."She wasn't smiling. She wasn't frowning, either. She
had slipped into military-ambiguous-affect.She pulled a wave of hair from her forehead. "Have
we?""At the military academy, 2004. You had just completed basic and were partway through
your advanced MP training in leadership.""All right.""Following Basic Training, you served in
Afghanistan, correct?"Christine's dark eyes narrowed. "Am I confirming what that red file says?
Or do you really not know?"The AD looked at his assistants. One gave an approving smile.
That was Syria."Touché. So let me get right to it.""Yes, please. I'm on the seven-thirty back to
Springfield.""Sure. The people you see seated around this table all hold commands inside the
Agency.""CIA. That's what the big gold seal said out in the lobby."He smiled. "We brought you
here to ask for your help.""I did my tour. I will help with anything I can. Just don't ask me to
serve in Kabul again.""Why's that?"She all but spat it out."Shit hole.""Your opinion seems to be
a majority one.""Whatever. So how I can help my country other than going back to
Afghanistan?""What we're going to ask you to do is allow us to put your military training and
experience to one more use.""You want me to arrest someone?""We want you to kill
someone.""Okay, well, thanks for the trip back here, the luxury hotel, the great steak last night,
and the chauffeured tour of the city. But I'll be on my way now."She stood and began to turn
away."Please. Sit down and at least hear me out. You will be able to catch your flight in plenty
of time, I promise.""That's a must. I have a very upset husband at the other end.""We
appreciate that. Please try also to appreciate our quandary. Your government has
underestimated the consequences of allowing the Middle Eastern State Army to fester and
spread.""MESA."”MESA. All over the news, in everyone's mind, people are nervous about



getting on subways or flying—it's much more of a perceived threat than we expected.""Which is
worse, the perceived threat or the actual?""Both, I would say. Both are equally unacceptable.
So your President has decided to declare war. Starting with the top down. Cut off the head and
the body will wither and die. That's the administration's best thinking."She shook her head.
"Which we all know is nonsense. Cut off the head and the organism will instantly grow another.
That's the reality of terrorism."The AD raised an eyebrow. "Maybe, maybe not. Cut off the head
and immediately address the body and you just might prevent that prediction from coming true.
There can be no head without a body.""There can be no efficacious head without a body, you
mean.""I stand corrected. Yes, that's true. Which is where you come in. We want you to take off
the head. Give them some of their own medicine: a public beheading.""You mean literally? You
want me to take off his head?""On TV.""TV. This is your best plan?""It's a world stage.""And
how do you see me pulling off this act where the head of MESA disappears?""You will gain
admission to his inner circle.""And I would do that how? You still haven't answered my
question.""We would smuggle you in-country. You would use your military skills and great
beauty to get close to him. You would prove yourself worthy of his utmost trust.""And after I
have terminated his command, how do I get home to my family? I'm sure my husband will want
to know.”"We haven't got that far. We thought we'd ask your help there."She slowly shook her
head. She blinked hard. "Got it. I was afraid it would be something like that. Long story short, I
probably don't get to come home.""We'll have a plan for that. We'll have helicopters, S.E.A.L.
teams—whatever is needed, you'll get. We can promise that. No one has to die there. Except
their leader.""But the chances are good that I will die. In that event, what does my family
get?""The usual assassin's package, ten million cash, full ride for the kids to any university,
college, or other post-high school training desired, paid mortgage.""Sounds like they're better
off financially if I don't make it back.""Then you'll do it?""I didn't say that. No, I won't do it. I'm
leaving now. Your Middle East strategy needs to change. It's wrong. Wrong approach.""I'm sure
you have recommendations in that regard.""No, actually, I don't. I'm a paralegal, not a political
scientist. And I'm no longer a soldier. I was a soldier once and I killed my share of bad guys.
But I was young and hung then. Now I'm a mother and lots wiser. Gotta go."She stood to
leave."Wait. Ten million cash if you come back, as well. Plus the paid mortgage and education
perqs. Now what do you say?"Christine settled back into her chair."That's my family's economic
future you just guaranteed, either way.""True. One million today, balance on your return or
confirmation of your death. Either way."She squirmed in her chair. It was getting very difficult to
keep saying, "No.""You people are real assholes, you know that, don't you?"The Assistant
Director allowed a small smile. He wasn't totally against acting human. Just mostly. "Your
opinion is noted. Now, suppose you give us some account numbers. You will find the money in
your account before you even leave here.""What about training?""Don't have time for that.
Besides, you're ready for this. You always were.""Leaving when?""Sunday night.""What? This is
Friday. I get one day with my family and then I'm gone?""This can't wait, Christine. It will take
you probably six months to make your way inside the castle walls. Time is of the essence.""You
people amaze me."The AD smiled. "Then it's mutual. We're glad to have you on-board."She
unzipped her bag."Here's a check. Routing number and account number.""And here are plane
tickets out of Chicago. In your name."She accepted the packet. "Pretty sure of yourselves to
buy these in advance, weren't you?""Sergeant Susmann, you have an asthmatic daughter who
visits the ER at least once a month. Your son has been treated for cerebral palsy since birth.
He's going to need a lifetime of medical care. Your husband drives a dump truck and you earn
sixty-five-thousand as a paralegal working for Thaddeus Murfee. Meaning you make more than
your husband, but even if your salaries were doubled you still wouldn't be able to guarantee the



health care your son will need after you're gone. So the airline tickets sounded to us like a solid
investment."She opened the packet and studied the tickets."My name is Ama Gloq? I'm flying
Chicago to Zurich? Then what?"The AD touched the side of his head. "Need-to-know."She
shrugged. "I find out when I get there. But I'm certain it's Turkey then Syria. Correct?"He
smiled.He extended his hand. She stared at it. Then shook her head."I'll shake it when you
cough up the other nine million. Or won't.""Fair enough.""And Gloq? What kind of name is
that?"The AD crossed his arms on his chest. Slowly, right before her eyes, he made a pistol of
the fingers on his right hand. He pointed it at Christine."Glock. You code-named me after the
most popular gun in history."He lowered the thumb hammer and said, “Bang.""Is that it?"The
AD sighed. "Not quite. We need cover for you in case you're recognized. So we've made
arrangements for Thaddeus Murfee to fly on the same flight. But he'll be turning around and
coming home once you land in Zurich. You will part ways.""Does he know about this? He hasn't
said anything about it to me.""He was called this afternoon. Thaddeus Murfee is a patriot. He
didn't hesitate to commit to riding along to provide cover for you. Good man.""Yes, he is a good
man. He won't be in any danger, will he?""Of course not. Milk run. Chicago-Zurich-Chicago.
One and done.""I'll talk to my husband. I'll let you know.""Uh-uh. Too late for that. In or out?"Her
chest heaved in a heavy sigh. "We need the dollars. I'm in. Stupid, but in.""Excellent. Then,
away we go!""One last thing. What is my nationality?""See the passport. It says you're Afghan.
Do you have a problem with that?"She grimly shook her head."Would it matter if I did?""Not in
the slightest.""There you are, then.""Yes, here we are."2 �. �They operated out of a converted lube
shop in Grozny, Chechnya. There were three of them, plus two PC's that still accepted floppy
disks, a blue-eyed Bassett hound and four feral cats living in the windows.But they were well-
funded. They spent a stack of cash and received an untraceable email that listed all Swissair
pilots age sixty-three or older. They filtered that list to those who flew to Zurich and of those
they chose the one who was sixty-four. His name was Royal Evans and his was the perfect
profile: mandatory retirement in six weeks, happily married, no criminal record, retirement fully
funded. The seats were confirmed and Zurich was confirmed. They knew they had their
man.The Chechens entered the United States and made their way to Chicago. They set up
housekeeping in a downtown Hilton suite and went to work.The pilot, Royal Evans, had to be
taken down. Only then would he be useful.First order of business: they made sure Evans
caught his wife with another man. The other man was one of them, name of Maritan. He was a
physician and handsome. Mrs. Royal Evans was swept off her feet in just three days after a
chance meeting at the Starbucks she visited every weekday morning. He was wearing scrubs
and he wore the requisite stethoscope around his neck like a Hollywood producer sporting gold
chains. He reeked of status and riches like lounge lizards reek of Musk.Maritan was several
years Mrs. Evans junior, a surgeon trained at America's oldest hospital, Bellevue. He told Mrs.
Evans he'd never known love before. It took her all of seventy-two hours to fall madly in love
and phone her sister in Poughkeepsie to tell her so. The man wanted her to come away, she
told the sister, but he insisted she first confront Royal Evans and tell him she wanted half of
everything. Including his Swissair retirement.Her sister asked, would she do it? Would she
demand half of everything?Mrs. Evans didn't equivocate. Maritan was the nicest man she'd
ever known. He was considerate, caring, and soft-spoken. He wanted to know everything about
her, hung on every word she uttered. Two blissful nights with a youthful, virile, intelligent doctor
—what woman in her fifties could resist? Especially when Royal Evans was distant and
growing angry in his advancing years. He hated the kids crossing the lawn, he hated dark
skins, he hated Europe, and he hated her family. When he was home he refused to shave and
their time together consisted of white whiskers and regret. The thought of it: that she had



thrown away thirty years. It came down to an easy choice for Mrs. Evans."Go for it," her sister
encouraged. "You only go around once."Mrs. Evans told Royal Evans there was no way she
could ever turn away from Maritan the surgeon. She demanded half of everything. Including his
Swissair retirement. He imagined himself living in a studio with a foldout bed above a butcher
shop, the victim of a sack and pillage.He decided to dig in and let it blow over. But she was
having none of that.Mrs. Evans demanded he leave the house that night. He tossed down two
scotches and refused to leave. She dialed the police while he watched and listened to her
report a domestic disturbance. Taking the scotch bottle, he grabbed his flight bag and left. Now
the Chechens had them separated. They followed him and checked into the room next door in
the Palmer House in Chicago.The following morning, the Chechens noisily settled around the
next table as Royal Evans ate breakfast in the hotel cafe. Evans couldn't help but overhear. The
topic was an upcoming flight to Zurich. The Chechens erupted into a violent argument about
flying times and time zones. Evans was astonished, because it was his flight and he would be
flying their plane, so he interrupted their argument and offered his thoughts.Ayub, the younger
of the two, eyed him with bristling suspicion as he spoke."And you know this how?" Ayub said
sharply.Evans smiled his friendly, Welcome Aboard smile, hiding from them the fact he actually
loathed them because they were dark and spoke with accents. "I know it because I have been
the pilot on this trip probably two hundred times. To make a long story short, your friend is right
and you are wrong."Ayub relaxed and let the pilot see he was warming to him. "Well, this is
unexpected help. How can we thank you?""Not necessary. Call it serendipity. Just let me finish
eating in peace.""I shall call it that. And I shall buy your breakfast as well, if you will allow it.
Then you won't hear us again. Not one single peep.""No need for that.""We insist. Please—join
us for coffee.""I'm fine over here.""Are you on a layover?""No, I live here as of last night.
Problems at home."Ayub winced. "Aniji, he knows all about that. He had an American wife
once."The older man, Aniji, shook his head sadly. "Never again. No American women."Evans
nodded and found himself oddly sympathetic. "I hear that," he said."And what is your name,
captain?""Royal Evans. And you can forget about the captain stuff. I'm off-duty."They traded
stories. They were petroleum engineers visiting Russaco's home office two miles away. They
explained they were from Russia and they found America inspiring and wonderful. Which
pleased Royal Evans. Everyone likes to hear visitors admire their home. They asked if he had
ever toured a petroleum refinery and he laughed and said no, he actually had not thought
about visiting a refinery. One thing led to another and he agreed to accompany them on a tour
of the local plant. It just might help take his mind off the problems at home. And for Russians,
they weren't so bad after all, thought Royal Evans. And who knows, the Chechens said, maybe
Mrs. Evans will have come to her senses in a day or two. Evans said he doubted that, that she
hadn't strayed even once in thirty years. No, this was serious and he dreaded the worst.They
toured the refinery. They gave him a Russaco hard hat to keep. Little stuff, including buying his
dinner. That night they drank together and they spiked his scotch. When Evans woke for a
bladder call at five a.m., he was horrified to find with him in a bed a female who couldn't have
been more than fifteen. His two new friends were at the foot of the bed, video recorder in hand,
stony-faced as he regained consciousness. It swam into view for him and he realized.He had
been had.They played the video, showing him the hard drive version of the Kama Sutra. Evans
ran to the bathroom and threw up. By the time he came back he was shaken and ashen. A
quick look around. The girl had disappeared. But his new friends were still there. In fact, they
had just ordered up a carafe of coffee and six Danish. They wanted to talk. Man to men. For
they had a proposition.They held tickets on his next flight. A thousand miles out over the
Atlantic he would turn over control of the plane to his co-pilot and go to the restroom. When the



cabin door came open, they would rush the cockpit and take control. The 777 would be
diverted to Moscow and he would fly it there. His reward: $1 million. He did the math: his 401k
was at $1.3 million after thirty years of toil. Mrs. Evans was in for one-half, her community
property share. The Chechen's deal looked better to Evans. Plus they would destroy the
recording of the sex-with-a-minor incident and he would not have to spend his retirement
behind bars. The math worked top-down and bottom-up, so Evans agreed.Two days later his
flight came up.They took one cab to the airport. One big happy outing, at that point. Royal
Evans rode in back, sandwiched between them. It turned out they had British passports, good
as gold in the U.S.Captain Evans moved from back seat in the cab to first chair in the 777. In
the cabin of Swissair Flight 3309, Chicago to Zurich nonstop.In a cockpit lockbox, Captain
Evans kept a small pistol. He always swore he would use it to prevent a skyjacking. But this
time, when they breached the cabin doors, he was busy in the restroom. When he emerged, he
played the victim role and immediately assented to re-program the autopilot and head for
Moscow. After all, there were 324 civilians on-board his flight and his first thought was for their
safety. The co-pilot and First Class stews all heard the threats to kill the two pilots and crash
the plane in the Atlantic. Captain Evans couldn't—wouldn't—allow that.So Moscow was dialed
in to the autopilot. No announcement was made to the passengers.The first skyjacking since
9/11 had just been committed. Not a shot fired, not a throat cut. Just a sickening video
recording on a cheap camera starring Royal Evans and a street teen. Jail bait wasn't even the
right term. Prison bait was more like it.Captain Evans looked into the dark night at stars above
and pitch black below, diamonds tossed at velvet. At 450 knots and slipping into the northern
hemisphere polar jet stream, there was no stopping the Moscow-bound aircraft.Captain Royal
Evans was out of good ideas.At that point, he was just driving.3 �. �Sergei Barishnakov's passport
and papers said he was Steven Barry, when he arrived in America. He obtained a student visa
under that pseudonym, using the falsified identification papers provided to him by Russia's GRU
—the Russian counterpart of the CIA.He attended Dartmouth, where he was a member of the
ski team. During winter months he skied every weekend. He became a ski bum and in doing so
looked very upper-middle-class American.After six semesters and six summer schools, he
earned a degree in Cyrillic languages. Next up: UCLA and Ph.D. studies in linguistics. With
practice, all Russian accent was erased and a wholly new personal history penned in the
books. Following graduation, he was hired by the CIA and posted stateside, working out of
Langley as a ciphers expert. The CIA knew nothing of his Russian bloodline and history. The
Agency's own records confessed that out of every 10,000 hires a foreign agent from an
unfriendly state would make it through. Steven Barry proved the statistic.He married another
Russian Agent, one Mary Anne Junpay of Philadelphia and they had two children. Mary Anne
stayed home with the kids and encrypted Sergei's stolen CIA data and then broadcast it to
Russia via a trawler operating off Kodiak, Alaska, and in later years by encrypted tweets.When
Christine Susmann went deep-cover using the credentials of Ama Gloq and the full extent of
the CIA ruse had become known by Steven Barry, the false identity was superimposed on the
actual identity and relayed to Moscow GRU. Russian intelligence added one more face and
one more phony name to its list of CIA intelligence assets."We might as well be trading agent
identities right out in the open," said GRU agent Karli Guryshenko, the Muscovite in charge of
CIA spying. "We know their agents and they know our agents. Maybe we should put them on
baseball cards." This last part was never said aloud except one time: knee-walking drunk on
Evanota Vodka, Karli had made this statement to Irina, his wife, at a mandatory state dinner.
The next day she told him about his comments and his face turned white. Had anyone heard
him? No one, she assured him. "But you and your baseball card spies better pray President



Irunyaev never gets wind. It's very cold in Siberia and the woods there are full of fools who
didn't know when to shut the hell up!"It was Karli who reviewed the Christine Susmann—Ama
Gloq— pedigree. He saw to it that her fake identity was keyed into Russian computers and
made available to GRU agents worldwide, all 22,500 of them.Christine's secret had remained
unknown to the Russians all of 4.5 hours.Back in Langley, Steven Barry was impressed.
Christine's outing was the fastest since the Bush Administration threw Valerie Plame under the
bus. Luckily for her, Plame at the time was in the United States. Christine—Ama Gloq—was
headed toward Moscow on a skyjacked 777 when it came to be her turn.A new record, which
would likely result in a vacation award for the skier Steven Barry.Aspen Mountain just moved
that much closer to his skis.4 �. �The passenger in 14D blinked awake. He called the steward. The
steward hurried back to him."Yes? What can I get you?"He carefully studied the steward's
face."I feel a slight turn in the flight path. Why would we be turning over the Atlantic?""My
goodness, Mr. Murfee, aren't you the astute one?"Thaddeus Murfee shook his head."Not at all.
It's just that I own a Gulfstream and I know a turn when I feel it. And I've been feeling it the past
five minutes. Slow, almost like they're hiding it. But we turned and I know it. What's up?""We
had a slight cross-wind. The autopilot adjusted. Happens all the time.""No, it doesn't happen
like that. Crosswind corrections are long arcs. There's no sensation of turning with those."The
steward stood upright."Well, I've told you all I know. Would you care for a nice glass of wine to
help you relax?""No. I won't be sleeping. Nor will I relax.""Good night, Mr. Murfee."Thaddeus
stared out the black window. He saw only the reflected blink of navigation lights skipping along
the clouds far below. Beside him, to his right, sat Christine. Although her eyes were shut as if
sleeping, he was certain she had heard every word of his exchange with the steward. Lawyer
and paralegal had boarded the plane together, joking and talking like employer and employee
off to accomplish a law task in Europe. Nothing unusual, just another day at the office for the
very busy young lawyer and his assistant. They had found their seats in business class and
gotten comfortable.To Thaddeus' left, a young, Hispanic woman was sleeping as the plane
added 150 knots in the jet stream. She had a laptop perched precariously on her lap.
Thaddeus' inclination was to reach across and take it out of her hands before it dropped to the
floor. But he knew his move could be misinterpreted, so he let it go. He found the button on the
arm of his seat and reclined the back. He closed his eyes.The young Hispanic woman blinked
awake. Something had changed. She closed up her laptop and wiped a drop of sleep spittle
from her mouth. A tinge of excitement ran down her spine. At last, she was on her way. A story
on Nazi banking in Zurich had been used by her as the reason for her trip. But she had other
ideas. She shivered and draped the airplane blanket across her knees. She placed the laptop
on the floor and sat back. Now what had changed?Her question was answered when the man
beside her called the steward back. He was told the plane had made a course correction; that
was all. The passenger seemed satisfied so she relaxed back into her chair.Eyes closed, she
dreamed of the Pulitzer Prize awaiting her. She would follow that up with the required book. A
New York Times bestseller.Her name was Angelina Sosa and she was a 2012 Honors grad
from the University of Chicago School of Journalism. In college, her heroes were Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein of Watergate fame. Her latter-day hero was Edward Snowden. A
millennial herself, she saw in Snowden a servant of the people, by the people, and for the
people. Her parents violently disagreed with her, calling him a traitor and someone who should
be locked away forever, but that's how it was with parents, she decided. There would always be
this gulf or that.At UC she had a minor in Russian and a second minor in Russian Literature of
the Czars. The motto "autocracy, orthodoxy, and nationality," expressing the principles applied
to a new system of education, was used by her first anti-hero, Czar Nicholas I. He was



dedicated to suppressing liberal thought, controlling the universities, increasing censorship,
persecuting religious and national minorities, and strengthening the secret police. With
Pushkin, Lermontov, and Gogol, a golden age in literature began. For her, this was literature to
be adored. Better yet, it should be read in the original Russian, and so she did, even training
herself to think in Russian at will.At first her visions of winning worldwide acclaim for her
reporting had been hazy. She knew she needed the inside track on some sort of problem,
some sort of mess, or some measure of governmental intrigue that would catch the public's
fickle fancy. Maybe something about some politician, or office holder; even a governor. Chicago
was rife with ne'er-do-wells who were too often gracing the front pages of local papers.
Ferreting out their unsavory political schemes and under-the-table/behind-closed-doors
dealings. That's what Angelina had in mind. Exactly that. In fact, two previous—living—Illinois
governors were incarcerated, doing time for crimes committed while they were in service to the
people who had elected them. But how to get that inside track? How, exactly, does one go
about digging up the dirt on wickedness? Where to begin?She stiffened as the man beside her
took a deep breath and slowly exhaled. Evidently he was asleep. She eyed his profile from the
deep shadows of the nighttime Business Class. He wasn't too shabby-looking, she thought,
maybe a little too preppy. He hadn’t changed all that much since the last time they sat together.
She was sure he wouldn’t remember. As for her own taste in men, Angelina gravitated toward
someone a little more edgy, a little more unshaven, than the guy in the next seat. Then she felt
flustered at her naiveté about the world. Here she was, leaping to conclusions about someone
based only on what he looked like. She knew better; she knew how successful this attorney
was. She mentally kicked herself for being so childish. She wouldn't find any great story if she
kept allowing her prejudices and illogic to lead her blindly through the world. Grow up, Girl! She
corrected herself. Grow the hell up!At that point she lapsed into a four hour fuzzy state of
being, situated somewhere between coma and twilight sleep. Business class didn't lend itself to
sleeping any more than any other part of these international flights, she guessed, never having
flown internationally before. But she was abruptly jolted back to a state of wide-awake when
she heard a passenger complain loudly to a stewardess, "Miss, we've just flown over Zurich
and we're not descending! What is going on?"5 �. �Katy Murfee was young—only twenty-eight—
and her stomach was as flat as a girl's. Which she hated, because she wanted another baby.
She wanted to see her stomach swell and protrude and grow a baby. Thaddeus Murfee's
baby.They'd been successful once before, with Sarai. But Sarai was now six and needed a
brother or sister before the age difference became too great. In fact, Katy wondered whether
they had already passed that magic age when siblings that follow siblings are considered by
the older ones to be too young to play with. She prayed that time hadn't come, but she knew
the time was now or the playmate link would be lost. Katy had come off the pill six months ago
and had expected to immediately conceive. But it hadn't worked that way.And now she was
genuinely concerned.She was working long days at Lodzi Ashstein Miracle of Life Community
Center. She would generally be onsite by seven a.m. to oversee the breakfast feeding and she
would generally stay until ten at night. She always wanted to make sure everyone got a bed or
at least a bedroll if the beds were all filled. It was a labor of love; no work had ever been more
rewarding to her than working with the homeless, the sick, and the hungry. Plus, Turquoise had
co-opted what now amounted to four good-size rooms for the chemical dependency groups
that met there and, oftentimes, played cards there and held dances and raffles. That was a
whole other organization and Katy felt blessed by it and blessed by the fact that Turquoise
usually had it under control with Katy's help. As an added bonus, Lodzi Ashstein himself spent
his mornings in the building, helping meet the needs of veterans and their families. His



specialty, he called it.It was six a.m. when Katy stood before her dresser mirror and rubbed her
flat hand up and down on her flat stomach. Last week with Thaddeus had been good; she
hoped she had hit the ovulation cycle on the money when she had seduced him after he got
home late. She smiled. Whatever else could be said about it, he hadn't complained. He was
obviously devoted to her and only had eyes for her, for which she was grateful—but not too
grateful, she didn't want to spoil him.As a physician, Katy knew there were five steps for
women to consider when trying to get pregnant, before making an appointment with an IVF
specialist.First up was a complete physical. Check, she had been to see Evelyn Meier, her OB-
GYN.Second step was genetic testing. Why? Because she and Thaddeus were different
genetically, she being Native American and he being Irish-English. Or at least she thought the
difference might be significant enough to justify testing, so they had opted for it, each one
giving up a sample of saliva to the lab. Her doctor had convinced her—and Thaddeus—the
genetic screening might be the single most important thing they could do to help ensure a
healthy baby. And all it required was a saliva sample from each of them. Better yet, their
insurance had covered it.The remaining steps required Thaddeus. He would soon be home
from Zurich and she would guide him from there.Not that he actually needed guiding, she
thought, smiling.6 �. �Jacques Lemoneux was a minor talent in the French Embassy in New
York.He was mid-fifties, balding with a dyed black fringe of hair, a graduate of the École
d'économie de Paris, and an expert on American wheat exports to France. He had been in
Chicago visiting the Board of Trade when he purchased a one-way ticket to Paris, with a
stopover in Zurich. Lemoneux flew between Paris and New York every weekend, leaving late
Friday and returning late Sunday. His airborne pastime was dialing in his GPS to follow the
plane's speed and flight path. His phone's GPS had proven infallible: one time, at 38,000 feet,
several hundred miles south of the Aleutian Islands, he had been able to lock onto eleven GPS
satellites within six seconds, a personal best. He always knew where he was, a small
eccentricity he allowed himself when traveling.At two a.m. he opened his eyes for a quick look
at his phone. He noted the plane was four hundred miles short of the European continent
traveling 553 miles an hour. On time, he saw, but definitely north of its usual flight path by at
least two hundred miles. Lemoneux attributed the odd geolocation to a thunderstorm bypass
and immediately went back to listening on his ear buds. The audiobook was entitled, A
Western Survey of Eastern Terrorism, a study Lemoneux was perhaps one-third really
interested in, but, the economist in him demanded he finish listening to the book, since the
price had been paid.The audiobook's narrator droned on:The Chechen–Russian conflict is the
centuries-long conflict, often armed, between the Russian government and various Chechen
nationalist and Islamist forces. Formal hostilities date back to 1785, though elements of the
conflict can be traced back considerably further.Since the end of the Second Chechen War in
May 2000, low-level insurgency has continued, particularly in Chechnya, Ingushetia and
Dagestan. Russian security forces have succeeded in capturing some of their leaders, such as
Shamil Basayev, who was killed on July 10, 2006. Since Basayev's death, Dokka Umarov has
taken the leadership of the rebel forces in North Caucasus.Radical Islamists from Chechnya
and other North Caucasian republics have been held responsible for a number of terrorist
attacks throughout Russia, most notably the Russian apartment bombings in 1999, the
Moscow theater hostage crisis in 2002, the Beslan school hostage crisis in 2004, the 2010
Moscow Metro bombings and the Domodedovo International Airport bombing in 2011.At that
point Jacques Lemoneux angrily jerked his seat-back to the upright position, yanked the ear
buds from his ears, and summoned the steward. "Coffee," he said, exasperated with the
increasingly dull audiobook, "two sugars on the side. And hurry, please." He was wide-awake;



the audiobook had failed its key use, which was to transfer useful knowledge to Lemoneux
which might possibly increase his chances for a promotion at the Embassy. Chechen-Russian
relations bore no foreseeable possibility of giving his career any kind of boost, so Lemoneux
kicked himself for buying the audiobook. $11.95 shot to hell. Ebook Tops and its five-star rating
system had been skewed with this particular offering, Lemoneux was certain of it. But the
returns period had lapsed and so he was stuck with the book. Hopefully a strong swill of coffee
would remove some of the bad taste left from reading it.Lemoneux tugged the phone from his
breast pocket. He jabbed the GPS icon.He was shocked to see the plane was even further
north of its usual path. Plus, it hadn't begun descending for the stopover in Zurich.“Now what?”
he wondered.The plane was closing on Moscow at 577 miles an hour.7 �. �"Miss, we've just flown
over Zurich and we're not descending! What is going on?"Four passengers complained to the
flight attendants. Three men and one woman. The foursome was following their flight on GPS
phones and, according to the GPS geolocation, they had overflown Zurich and were turning
northeast. What, they demanded of the attendants, was going on?At which point, Christine
Susmann opened her eyes.Paralegal Christine Susmann had received her professional training
in the U.S. Army. Following Basic Training, she had begun her career working as an M.P. and
had served two years at a Black Ops detention center in Baghdad. She was under lifetime
orders to never discuss what she had seen or done on that post, which was fine; she never
wanted to discuss it anyway. Following two successful years working hand-in-glove with the
CIA field officers, she had her choice of Army schools and selected paralegal school. She had
seen all she ever wanted to see of detention centers, prisons, jails, or any other institution
where people were held against their will. Paralegal training had dragged on for almost a year,
but when she finished she was assigned to a JAG unit of busy lawyers in Germany.Now she
was traveling as Ama Gloq on the Swissair flight to Zurich, and she overheard one of the
complaints about overflying Zurich. She looked to her left at Thaddeus, who was asleep and
oblivious to the minor upset of their fellow passengers. An idea occurred to her and she dug
through her carryon and located the phone the CIA had issued her under the Gloq identity. She
paged across the icons until she found the GPS button. She jabbed it and waited.Sure enough.
Off-course by several hundred miles. Her pulse quickened. Something was up, wasn't it? She
couldn't be sure. She nudged Thaddeus with her elbow. He moaned and moved away. She did
it again, this time poking him hard in the ribs. His eyes opened—just barely, but
opened."What?" he said.Christine looked around. No one listening from behind."We're off-
course." She lifted the GPS screen to him. He studied it and raised his eyes."I asked that
steward if we had turned. He tried to tell me it was only a weather correction.""Huh-uh. We're
several hundred miles northeast of where we should be.""Damn," said Thaddeus, coming fully
awake.It was then that he noticed the young woman to his left. Her eyes were wide open and
she had clearly been eavesdropping on his exchange with Christine.Her pupils were fully open
in the dark cabin and the whites flashed."What's going on?" she asked Thaddeus at a
conversational level.He shrugged. "What do you mean?"Angelina eyed him closely. "I heard
what you and your friend were saying. We're off-course. How come?""Don't have the answer to
that," he said. "Wish I did. Probably weather.""We wouldn't be east of Zurich if it was just
weather, would we?"She’d stumped him. She had him there."I don't think it's anything to worry
about. You can probably go back to sleep," he reassured her."You think? You think I should
sleep through a skyjacking? What are you, nuts?"Thaddeus looked away. She was speaking
much too loudly for the confined space. Others were surely hearing every word and he wanted
no part of her."Sorry. I guess I meant that I should go back to sleep," he said, and leaned back
against his chair. He closed his eyes and lapsed into a sequence of shallow, even breaths,



meaning to indicate to the young woman that he was no longer available for dialogue.But she
was anxious. "You're a surgeon, am I right? Going to Zurich to give a paper?"Thaddeus
cracked one eye open. "Me? No, you have me mistaken for someone else. I'm going to sleep
now, if you'll let me.""So what do you do? Talk to me! Can't you see I'm dying over
here?""Dying? Why are you dying?""Fear, man. This shit scares me to death, flying across the
Atlantic in the middle of the night and now going past our destination. Why aren't you scared
too?"At which point, Christine brought her seat-back upright.Christine said, "Miss, this man is
trying to get some sleep. And you're keeping me awake. Do you think you could just back off a
little and let us both get a few winks?"The young woman's jaw tightened. Her dark eyes
flashed."Who appointed you Mother Superior? What, you're the queen of the flight? Why aren't
you both getting a little nut-so like me?"Christine did the best thing she could think of. She gave
the younger woman a wide smile. "We're seasoned travelers and we're probably both thinking
there's a weather detour here. That's all.""Show me on your GPS, please. Show me where we
are."Christine sighed and activated the screen on her cellphone. She punched the GPS icon
and waited while the software accessed a geo-satellite. Then she held the screen up for the
young woman to see."OMG," the young woman said. "OMG. We're way past Zurich!"Christine
turned the phone to her face. In the dim light her profile was clear. Anyone watching would
have had a good look at her, but at that moment she was ignoring that possibility."OMG is
right," said Christine. "Thaddeus, we're four hundred miles past Zurich. What the
hell?"Thaddeus took the phone and studied it. He turned it horizontal and obtained a wider
view of the area. Then he handed it back to Christine."I'm clueless," he said. He reached
overhead and summoned a steward. Looking up the aisle, he could see they were all busy, to a
man and to a woman, speaking in whispers with other passengers. Evidently the odd news
was traveling fast.8 �. �Inside the cockpit, the Chechen national, Ayub, stood behind Royal Evans
as he piloted the plane. Ayub held the pilot’s Walther PPK jammed against the pilot's head.
Captain Evans thought the gun's placement was meant to impress the crew, but he wasn't
entirely sure of that. It could have been that the original hijack plan had been abandoned and
now the Chechens really meant to kill them all if the Russians didn’t meet demands.Both
Captain Evans and Ayub were staring intently out the windshield. The wipers were flipping
aside a mixture of ice and rain pelting the Plexiglas at 600 miles per hour. The co-pilot was
flicking through switches on his console, monitoring flight metrics as they reported on his
screens. So far, he had announced minutes ago, all values were within normal ranges.The
stewardess named Leona Lacey stuck her head inside the door."Captain Evans, someone
needs to say something to the passengers."Royal Evans gave her a look over his shoulder.
"GPS'ers got the word on the street?""They do. Everyone knows something's up. We're going
to have a revolution back there if someone doesn't say something."Ayub laid a hand on Evans'
shoulder. "Make no announcement," he said. "I'll go back and talk to them when we've crossed
into Russian airspace.""About that," said Evans. "You don't just fly into Russian airspace
unannounced. They're going to scramble Sukhoi Su-24 attack aircraft to intercept and turn us
around. Or worse. A missile up our ass doesn't sit well with me, how about you?"Ayub smiled.
"Couldn't care less. We're prepared to die, Captain. The only question is, when does it
happen? However, we have a trade to make with the Russians first. So what do you
recommend?""We need to call up Moscow Center and announce our intention and route. We
need to get on their screens as a known aircraft in their airspace.""So call them up.""Now?
You're saying I should call them now?""Why not? We don't want to anger them. Not yet,
anyway."Captain Evans looked across at his co-pilot, an ex-Air Force airman with 2500 hours
in 777's."First Officer Manfred, please contact Moscow Center. We need to advise."First Officer



Manfred was a small, crew-cut co-pilot who couldn't leave the coffee alone. He swore by it on
long flights and always had his favorite mug in his hands."Roger that," said Manfred. He began
punching numbers into the dash and soon was receiving data from the Swissair
mainframe."Okay," said Manfred, "Here we go. Evidently after the fall of the Soviet Union, the
Federal Air Transport Agency assumed responsibility as the authority in charge of civil aviation
in Russia. It's under the control of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation. The
agency is responsible for the all aspects of civilian air operations including the operation of the
nation's navigation and traffic management system. Rosaviatsia is similar to the Federal
Aviation Administration in the United States. All transmissions are in English.”"Fair enough. Dial
them up, please, Manny.""Roger that."Manfred punched numbers into the radio and
immediately began speaking in a monotone into his mike."Moscow Center, this is Swissair
Flight 3309. We are declaring an emergency and are thirty minutes from entering Russian
airspace. We have been hijacked."Manfred repeated the same call several times.Then Moscow
Center came back. It was English, as advertised, but dripping with Russian inflection."Swissair
3309, this is Moscow Center. You are not authorized to enter Russian airspace. Will say again,
do not enter Russian airspace. You are prohibited, your emergency is denied.""Oh, hell no!"
moaned Captain Evans. "How the hell does he deny an emergency?""Negative, Moscow," said
Manfred. "The situation is out of our hands. We have been hijacked by three men who are
demanding we fly into Sheremetyevo.""Permission to enter Russian airspace is denied.
Repeat, permission denied. Please divert elsewhere or you will be intercepted by fighter
aircraft.""Notice he didn't say what that would mean," Evans said to the Chechen. "My guess is
they play very rough. Just ask the Koreans, if I recall correctly.""Captain, yes," said First Officer
Manfred, "here's a data update." He began reading from his dinner-plate-sized green screen.
"In 1983, 1551 Zulu, Korean Air Lines Flight 007 deviated from its intended course and entered
prohibited Soviet airspace over Kamchatka. Soviet ATC dispatched Sukhoi S-15 fighter aircraft
to intercept. Non-incendiary rounds from cannons went unnoticed and, long story short, the
fighters shot down the flight. 269 aboard killed.""Of course," said Captain Evans. "Textbook
intercept and shoot-down for the Soviets. We're about to find out if the new and improved
Russian ATC is so short-sighted, I guess."Captain Evans thumbed his mike."Moscow Center,
this is Swissair 3309 Captain Royal Evans. We are hijacked and declaring an emergency. We
have no choice but to enter Russian airspace. We will crossover in sixteen minutes. Please
advise."Dead air followed. The tension in the cabin was mounting. A bead of sweat broke out
on the captain's forehead. Having his aircraft brought down by a Russian missile hadn't been
part of the deal. No, the deal was cash money and every passenger delivered safe and sound.
He drew a finger across his forehead and wiped the moisture on his trousers. He couldn't let
the situation degrade further."Repeat, Moscow Center, this is Swissair 3309 Captain Royal
Evans. Permission requested to enter Russian airspace for declared emergency. Please
advise."
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RARowland, Cincinnati reviewer, “Ruminations of a reader. In retrospect, I liked this book. It
was different from the previous seven and in order to get this one in my "head" I needed to
divorce myself from the ones preceding it. Maybe I misperceived, but I got the impression that
the author wanted to put something different out there for us "Thaddeus" lovers. If that what
was in his mind, he succeeded. Thaddeus came through in the end, as he always does. Pure
poetic justice!I don’t re-tell story lines in my reviews, however, in this instance and in order to
do the review I wanted to do, I must admit that there is a ***spoiler alert***, so be warned
accordingly.I have several criteria that I rely upon when I review a book:1. It must have a
"thread". By that I mean if I put the book down and later come back to it, I do not want to have
to re-read pages in order to remember where I left off. This book had an excellent thread. I
purposefully put it down several times to see if I could recall what was happening where I left
off. I did not have to re-read pages. 2. In order for me to write a review of a book it must hold
my interest to the last page. If I put a book down 3 times, for whatever reason, that tells me I've
lost interest and will not finish it. I never lost interest in this book.3. I want/need strong character
development. That’s so I can "walk along side" the protagonist(s) and understand what they are
thinking and why. Every principle protagonist in this book was very well developed. I say this
particularly for the benefit of those readers not familiar with Thad's background. Those readers
were rewarded with his history thanks to the NY Times writer.4. The plot line must flow. I like a
starting point and an ending point and I like the start to flow to the end. Now, I do appreciate
retrospective. As an example, a Prologue whets the reader’s appetite for explanation
transporting the reader back in time in order to make sense of what is going to happen. In this
case while there was a straight line approach to the story, I posit whether some attention to
retrospective may have worked. Here’s what I mean, the book starts out with one concept I
really like--shock opening. That gets the reader's juices going to see what’s going to happen
next and so on. This book had an excellent shock opening. So, I'm curious whether that could
have been worked into a look back, so to speak, with the reader wondering why Christine is in
such a mess?*** My next point may contain a spoiler***5, Feasibility is big for me, i.e., was the
read farfetched, or was it logical? I have to say that this was a weak point for me. Considering
Christine's plane got high jacked to Moscow, why would the Russians automatically assume it
was a U.S. ruse to get her there for the purpose of assassinating their President? That, even
conceding they knew she was CIA traveling under an assumed name. I really struggled with
this.6. The story line has to be interesting. A really interesting segment of this book for me story
line wise was from pages 300 to the end. I liked that section very much. No question, the story
held my interest throughout (see 1 above), but I was especially intrigued with those pages.The
above, albeit lengthy, was a necessary component to express my feelings about this book. As I
say above, I’ve read all the Murfee books and while I’ve enjoyed them all, each has its own
message to deliver. The Girl Who Wrote the NY Times Best Seller: A Novel was indeed also a
favorite which keeps me a staunch fan of John Ellsworth.”

Carolina50, “Not His Best Work. I enjoy John Ellsworth's books but this one was difficult to



read. Angelina's italicized portions of the book was ridiculous and inconsequential. Katy
demanding Thaddeus return home, even for one day, to fertilized her egg was off the wall. They
had trouble in their marriage in the past and the trust issue must be still there for Katy. Most
American's can't conceive of incarceration in foreign countries but I am sure they have their
own manner of justice and judicial systems as conveyed in this book.”

Michelle, “Interesting story but seems a bit to light on details. I like the idea of the story but in
all the resolutions of the conflict it came too easy. Escape, money, and death - all too easy in
the end. More conflict with Karli would have been nice. Also I think winning that much money
from Russia would have some ripple effects on the USA’s and Russia’s relationship. Doubtful a
judge would take that on without a lot of input. Also unlike the others in this series there were
more than a few wrong words, misspellings and grammar that was difficult. All in all I enjoyed
the story and will read more in the series.”

RJ, “Great Read. Page Turner!!!. John Ellsworth has grown from a good writer to a fantastic
writer. This story was the most riveting I have read in quite a while. I usually just say whether I
liked the book or not, but this time I have to add that I read it all in one day and hardly put it
down. Thaddeus Murfee has evolved!The characters are well developed and there are some
wonderful twists and turns.It all begins when our once bumbling lawyer gets on a plane with his
paralegal, Christine, who has agreed to take on a job for the CIA. . In a hijacked plane ending
up in Russia things go south for Christine in a hurry. Angelina,The journalist who wants to
write the next best seller brings us more of Thaddeus early life.”

AZ Reader, “Great book for a mini-vacation—without leaving home. Held my attention and
wouldn’t let go. I recommend this book to anyone who needs a break from the daily stresses of
life in the 21st century.Just be forewarned you may find yourself putting all kinds of obligations
on hold until you finish the book.But if you read on Kindle, it’s way too easy to download the
next John Ellsworth book ... and just keep reading .... and reading ... ...”

Chester Studzinski, “Another UNBELIEVABLE book. All the Thaddeus Murfee stories are
unbelievable but they are, sure as hell, entertaining. The characters, rolling & new, are all
brilliantly described and, despite the darkness of the story, you end up with a smile on your
face.”

Gordon M., “A must read. Real page turner, John Ellsorth at his best.”

Keith, “Good plot. Good plot well written”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. A great read right to the last page.”

Jenny B from Echuca, “A horrendous experience in a Russian prison...... Words fail me to
describe the appalling torture Thaddeus’s long time friend and paralegal suffered through in a
Russian prison. I can only hope most of it is just a figment of the authors fertile mind. I
suspect not, though.  Yet another irresistible page turner from John Ellsworth.”

The book by John Ellsworth has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 1,046 people have provided feedback.
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